Step right up and
celebrate your silly side!
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Call: 1-800-381-TADA
for more info.

Circus Silly Willy is fully insured.
We are happy to furnish references upon request.

Circus Silly Willy encourages
children, parents, and caregivers
to lead like ringmasters, swing like
trapeze artists, roar like lions,
balance like tightrope walkers,
stomp like elephants, and act like
class clowns. This multi-faceted
program, designed for children
ages two to six and adults of every
age, brings families together through
participatory play: music and dance,
balance and acrobatics, and comedy
and imagination.

Under our big top, silly business
promotes serious learning.

Circus Silly Willy ages 2-6 yrs.

See more at: www.CircusMojo.com

/circusmojo

@circusmojo

C2 + I2 = Theory of Silly Willy
Cooperation

We put the “us” in circus by emphasizing listening and communication,
teamwork and participation, and relationship building among peers,
parents, and caregivers. Everyone, whether graceful, humorous,
athletic, artistic, or all of the above, has something unique to share
and something unique to learn. This give and take process creates
a diverse stage where all of “us” shine in the circus.

Coordination

Children build both gross and fine motor skills—while tumbling,
balancing, and juggling (and adults pick up a few tricks, too). Gross
motor skills—solo and partner acrobatics, walking on the balance
beam, and walking on the rolling globe—combined with fine motor
skills—juggling scarves, balancing peacock feathers, and spinning
plates—promote a varied skill set in an exciting play space. So much
to do, so much fun!

Imagination

Imagine a better arena for imagination than a circus? Creativity
abounds with singing, dancing, role-playing, and developing clown
characters. When children develop characters, particularly their own
clown personality, they place words and actions on their feelings and
build a rich emotional vocabulary. Through dramatic expression,
costumes, and props, we explore endless possibilities in the center ring.

Inspiration

(Cooperation H Coordination H Imagination H Inspiration)

Our circus is 89.9% Silly inspiration and 10.1% Willy perspiration (and
100% Silly Willy). We inspire confidence as children take “healthy risks,”
master impressive feats, and dream under and over our big top. This
inspiration is infectious. Once children see their progress, they not only
will enjoy performing for family and friends but also will enjoy teaching
them a Silly Willy thing or two. Say Ta-Da!
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